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Pompe disease (PD) is a rare metabolic disorder with progressive neuromuscular consequences that negatively impact a

child’s development and quality of life (QoL). Despite an improved prognosis with treatment, the risk for early death due

cardiorespiratory crisis remains. Parents not only face physical fatigue and family distress in coping with the child’s special

needs but also experience emotions, worries, and unexpressed needs (a “humanistic burden”) that require supportive

interventions. 
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1. Introduction

Rare diseases are defined by their low prevalence within the population, yet their psychological impact is devastating.

Pompe disease (PD or glycogen storage disease type II, GSD II) is a rare inherited metabolic disorder characterized by a

deficiency of the enzyme acid alpha-glucosidase (GAA), which induces an accumulation of glycogen mainly in skeletal

muscle, leading to slowly progressive muscle weakness, resulting in walking disability and reduced respiratory function.

Generally, children with infantile-onset Pompe disease (IOPD) present cardiomyopathy, heart failure, marked hypotonia,

and respiratory failure, leading if untreated to a grim prognosis due to cardiorespiratory complications . The current

treatment for PD at all ages is enzyme replacement therapy (ERT), which reduces the risk of early death . Early

identification through newborn screening (NBS) is essential for early treatment and to improve the prognosis .

2. Health-Related Quality of Life in Infantile PD

Respiratory distress and feeding difficulties are commonly observed in infantile PD, and they can require continuous

and/or invasive supports, such as ventilation, nasogastric tubes, or percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) .

The clinical condition associated with infantile PD interferes significantly with children’s quality of life (QoL), that is, the

physical, emotional, and social functioning related to their health state . Speech/feeding problems or the decline in

motor functions limit children’s daily activities, with restricted participation in social and physical activity (mainly due to

fatigue in sport practice) . Nevertheless, the early initiation of ERT seems to have a good impact on QoL, facilitating

earlier independent walking and/or reducing the need for ventilation . Furthermore, learning problems and attention

deficits observed in children with PD in comparison with peers, together with negative mood symptoms, may have a

negative impact on QoL . However, studies assessing QoL in infantile PD are scarce.

3. Caring and Parental Burden

Due to the progressive functional impairment in PD, parents undergo significant distress in managing day-to-day living.

They live on high alert for their child’s health, particularly for cardiorespiratory crises, and frequently describe their

experience as both exhausting and totally involving . The continuous provision of support at home (i.e., managing

motor disability/feeding problems) along with ensuring treatments (like ERT twice a month) place an overload of

caregiving responsibilities on them. This overload has adverse effects on both the physical and psychological health of

parents. In the psychological literature, these consequences are defined as the “burden of care”, a condition experienced

by family members caring for a child or relative with a chronic/disabling disease. Caregiver burden encompasses objective

changes in the various aspects of life (such as time devoted to care and economic costs) as well as subjective

consequences (like emotional strain and familial or social challenges) associated with providing daily care . Kanters

et al.  found higher levels of burden and worse health outcomes among primary caregivers, typically parents (94%), of

children with PD compared to caregivers of adults. Higher burden levels were linked to more intense daily care
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responsibilities, including the time-consuming ERT, the child’s personal care, and social activities. In prioritizing the child’s

needs, parents also face difficulties in balancing family life (including marital and sibling relationships) and fulfilling work

obligations, with an increase in stress and conflicts .

4. The Humanistic Burden

However, the caregiver’s experience is often studded with emotions, worries, and unexpressed needs that extend beyond

the negative impact of the clinical and practical consequences of diseases. In a review by Schoser et al. , the term

“humanistic burden” was introduced to encapsulate the overall implications of PD in both the patient’s and the caregiver’s

adjustment. This emphasizes the necessity for a comprehensive understanding of the emotional strain, suffering, and

relational and existential needs arising from a rare and disabling disease. However, the authors noted a critical gap in the

literature, stating “complete absence of data on the humanistic burden of the IOPD” (  p. 12), highlighting a significant

void in the literature. Consequently, this study seeks to delve into the unexpressed psychological needs and challenges

that contribute to the burden on parents caring for a child with PD.

4.1. Living in Uncertainty

A study by Pruniski et al.  delved into the psychological consequences experienced by parents who received an early

diagnosis of PD following NBS. All parents reported heightened anxiety and fears about the future coupled with a sense of

living with uncertainty. Three primary sources of uncertainty emerged: uncertainty about the diagnosis (such as the

differences between IOPD and late-onset Pompe disease [LOPD] or the hope for a false-positive NBS), uncertainty about

effective treatment (“who to contact? When to start it?”), and concerns about the future, encompassing both the child’s

development and family dynamics. Notably, the lack of knowledge about and resources to cope with their baby’s diagnosis

was associated with greater anxiety and fear, particularly in cases of early LOPD diagnosis. LOPD is experienced as a

“waiting condition”, marked by hypervigilance of the child’s symptoms, an intensified search for assistance (i.e., increased

medical consultations or hospitalizations), and worse psychosocial consequences for parents (including emotional strain,

cessation of work, and/or financial burden).

4.2. The Unspoken Fears

Early identification and ERT have significantly enhanced the prognosis of IOPD. However, despite the treatment, the

mortality rate of children from respiratory and cardiac failure remains high . The apprehension of sudden death

stands out as one of the biggest sources of suffering that parents experience, compounded by the necessity to talk about

the child’s illness with the child’s siblings .

In numerous instances, parents became “experts” on the rare condition . Interestingly, they often exhibit a level of

awareness and knowledge surpassing that of professionals (e.g., pediatricians and rehabilitation therapists) regarding

recent research or treatments. This reversed parent–professional role may be associated with an increased sense of

responsibility in parents. This heightened responsibility manifests in decisions related to treatments and in the exhausting

pursuit (“odyssey”) of specialized centers offering more advanced therapeutic interventions .

Moreover, given that PD is genetically inherited, parents harbor concerns about the potential transmission of the disorder

to their other children. This concern can lead to guilt in one of the parents, who may perceive themselves as the cause of

the condition . The siblings, in turn, may feel anxious, fearing the onset of similar symptoms. They often experience a

sense of isolation and neglect as the illness demands the involvement of their parents, thereby causing siblings to

shoulder added responsibilities within the family . Families confronting rare genetic disorders encounter numerous

challenges that comprise a condition of burden and uncertainty due to the management of medical complexities, grief, and

worries regarding present and future generations .

5. Protective Factors and Resilience

Research has investigated the protective factors that enhance parents’ adjustment to a rare condition, facilitating the

development of positive aspects (such as personal growth, a sense of coherence, and appreciation of life), even while

experiencing suffering and the burden of care . Focusing on daily tasks, actively seeking support, and acknowledging

the positive aspects of caring for a child with a rare disease were identified as coping strategies linked to a reduced

parental burden . Furthermore, parents who possess flexibility, optimism, inner strength and self-efficacy, acceptance,
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and family cohesiveness are more resilient; they experience better adaptation outcomes and meanings despite their

child’s health problems .
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